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Module #1: Secrets to Creating Profitable Content on Demand -- Overview The first module is dedicated

to introducing you to a world of possibilities with quick draw content creation techniques. To be able to

master any content creation technique at will, you need to exhibit an open mind for endless opportunities.

You Can Expect To Learn: What constitutes QUALITY content? There are different rules to deciding

what's QUALITY for the content you produce, whether you're creating an Information Product, doing

Article Marketing or spawning Free Reports. An overview on the 8 different methods to generating

content on the fly (which is covered in detail in Modules 2, 3 and 4) Content Creation Redefined - the

source of struggle that many starting Infopreneurs are facing today is because of their poor understanding

and regards to the fundamentals and responsibility about circulating information on the Internet. I will

redefine Content Creation to you so you will get a clearer vision on how to pursue your Information

Business. Module #2: Profitable DIY Content Creation Tactics The second Module is highly

recommended for anyone who is just starting out but on a low budget, but have time to commit to learning

this new mastery. This is also recommended for anyone who prefer to be in full control of everything they
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produce and prioritize uniqueness. You Will Learn: How to be an Expert in your niche quickly and for

under $100 - if you don't consider yourself knowledgeable in anything or had been living life as a 'jack of

all trades' this will now be the least of your concern. How to gain the confidence of attaining Expert Status

- the SHOCKING but pleasantly SIMPLE truth about being an authority figure. When you find out how

easy it is to get a strong following of fans and people who look up to you as the 'go to' guy, you might just

want to knock your head against the wall! (it really is THAT simple that you probably just didn't think of it)

3 different ways to producing your own content overnight - this doesn't involve weeks of research and

writing an E-Book. A super fast way to creating your own content in 15 minutes to 1 hour! This is the

same method I used to create this same course, so I want you to know that I DO walk my talk. The secret

to high ticket product creation now done in just hours! When people think of creating high ticket products

they normally would perceive that a lot of work must strictly be involved. This couldn't be any further from

the truth. Your customers have little concern about how long you take to make the product, as long as

you deliver it. So cut the chase with this technique that has helped created Info Millionaires! Module #3:

Mass Information with Pre-Made Content If you want a jumpstart and skip niche marketing research then

there's no easier way than what I show you in this particular Module. You Will Learn: 2 special ways to

get existing "pre made" content - legally, ethically and highly profitable! (NO this is NOT plagiarism; I

strongly don't condone that practice for obvious moral reasons...) but these ways are safe to use - yes

there are content out there that allows you to make use of them as your own! The vault of content which

is the source of 15 of the books being produced in the world today, and created more modern Information

Millionaires! A newly introduced method to the Internet Marketing arena in the early 2000's - this practice

had been going on for almost a hundred years in the Industry Age, but this practice had just crept into the

Information Marketing business and find out the same secret several Internet Marketers use to build 5

figure and 6 figure Online Empires on! Module #4: Leveraging On Other Peoples Content Easily, Ethically

and Legally Designed for the lazy and busy guys, who says you have to necessarily write on your own?

And who says you have be a reporter on CNN to be the first to know? There's a gold mine of strategies in

this Module and if you don't have the luxury of time, or don't consider yourself an insider in the loop in

your niche, find out how to get other people to willingly do the content for you - more often free to low cost

at the most! You Will Learn: How To Be The First To Know - if you fancy running websites on trends,

fashions, fads, and time sensitive news - like football scores, games, new TV series, and more - then find



out how you can get the timeliest content even if you're just the average person! REAL LIFE WEBSITES

that are using this technique to get content for their own sites! They don't own the content but could

publish the news as soon as it's hot off the press without having direct links to the media. Yet they're

making easily tens of thousands of dollars a month, and are some of the most visited sites in their niche!

How to get other people to willingly write for you - if your time is worth more than money than there's no

better option than getting someone to write for you. After all, he's already more knowledgeable than you

are! Ride on the fur coat of experts in your niche without paying a dime - only if you say the right words

Aladdin did with his magic lamp, you will then enjoy having other experts pouring out the content for you

without you being one in the process (but the expert status can just rub off on you)! Module #5: Putting

Everything Together In this final Module, I recap all the 8 techniques I teach you in the previous Modules.

I will be divulging over 6 totally unique ideas that can get you started right away on how to profit from your

new found skill to generate content on the fly. And I will also be introducing 5 popular choices to

monetizing from content. This is best combo ever... when you acquire the skill to create content on

demand and combine it with the ability to monetize from them, you will see your monthly income explode!
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